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Disclaimer
When addressing the potential effects and benefits within any of our websites, videos, newsletters, programs or other content
from www.breakthepattern.com, Break The Pattern® Ltd, we've taken every effort to ensure that we accurately represent
our programs and their ability to impact your life. However. Break The Pattern® Ltd does not guarantee that you will
experience results in any given time framing or that your physical, mental, psychological, or emotional well-being will be
immediately or drastically improved. Break The Pattern® Ltd does not claim to diagnose or treat any specific conditions. It
is our belief that all our ideas, tools, strategies or recommendations have been shown to have an effect for the majority of
people who have successfully engaged with our content; however, nothing on our site is a guarantee to you of any particular
impact or effect. Break The Pattern® Ltd's approach is intended for educational purposes only. Information provided by this
company and its website and programs is not a substitute for individual medical advice. The information contained herein
should NOT be used as a substitute for the advice of an appropriately qualified and licensed medical professional or other
health care provider. The information provided here is for informational purposes only. Although we attempt to provide
accurate and up-to-date information, no guarantee is made to that effect.
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WELCOME

Dear Learner,

When we are looking to change how things
are, it can be a challenging process. Any

Congratulations on taking part in this journey

change is not free of its challenges; I expect

of self development! When you access our

you have a personal story that includes battles

resources you will start to explore and practice

and victories you’ve experienced before you

what physiological and psychological science

emerged the other side with new insights.

teaches us about how to be happier, feel less
stressed, and how to thrive.

By taking on board what is in these FREE
resources, you can learn to break through the

By downloading this information product and

unnecessary tension we create through the

being a part of Break The Pattern’s FBMR™

lifestyles we live and learn how to overcome

resources, you are going to learn about the

the obstacles that can keep you stuck and keep

body and mind and how you can support

you from living in the best way you can for

yourself and after putting these processes into

you and those you love around you.

action and making them habits, you can
experience a happier, healthier and more

As a result of treating thousands of patients and

fulfilling life.

working with hundreds of coaching clients
together with the knowledge gained from

The methods I share with you can help open

studying scientific research, this is what lead

the door to a new way of thinking and being

me to create the Functional Body Mind Re-

that can free your mind and can have you

balancing Processes to help all those who are

feeling more in control of what you get out of

looking to be proactive with their health.

life.
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FBMR resources offer different levels of learning, depending on how far you wish to take your mind
management and development. Our teachings range from these focused information products to four
week training programs, virtual group sessions, small on line afternoon workshops and more personal
one to one support where required.

My aim has always been to get my clients to where they wish to be in the most efficient and effective
way possible but more importantly in creating a fun learning environment to do it in. I want to leave
you with understanding and tools so you can benefit from the obvious and not so obvious protective
health factors available to you, that you can call upon anywhere at any time.
If you wish you can joint the FBMR™ community where you are going to find the support to move
your health, well-being and happiness to where you want it.

I am here to assist you in the process of change so that you will thrive in life and ultimately experience
happiness and freedom in the way it is meant, and right for you.
Welcome aboard.
Jocelyn

JOCELYN KEEN BSc. (Hons)
Mast. Pract. NLP. MDCH.
Resilience Coach

Jocelyn founded Break The Pattern® Ltd and created the FBMR™ program. She has a unique gift
in taking the complexities of the body and mind and explaining the essential scientific elements and
processes that bridge the two so you can understand these too in a simple, fun way to create positive

change. By working in this way Jocelyn enables her clients and patients to be independent,
empowered and in control of their physical health and mental well-being in the easiest most direct
way possible. Its like mental house keeping, but super charged.
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INTRODUCTION
First of all, well done!
Well, I want you to know that your past doesn’t
Purely by wanting to better yourself and more

have to equal your future and your genes do not

importantly, believing you can change the

determine

direction your health and happiness goes in, you

importantly, you do have a choice when it comes

are already above average in the sea of 7.8 billion

to how happy and healthy you want to be, and

people that exist in the world.

you are about to learn how.

your

health’s

destiny,

more

By investing your time, energy and taking action,
you will learn how to help boost your immune
system so you can deal effectively with life's
challenges and stressors.

Stressful situations will be less challenging. You
We

are

continually

changing;

physically,

mentally, emotionally and spiritually. The cells in

will be able to experience a more happy, healthier
life, so let’s get started.

our body are said to change approximately every
seven years, and studies on the brain reveal
neuroplasticity enables us to alter our nerve

pathways and therefore the way we think, our
habits, behaviours equalling our results and
outcomes.

So what does this all mean?.
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OUR IMMUNE SYSTEM

Our immune system is essential for our survival.

We need to remember that just because there is an

Without an immune system, our bodies would be

absence of disease, it doesn’t by default mean that

open to attack from bacteria, viruses, parasites,

you are healthy.

and more.
It can seem like we are coping and then suddenly
fall unwell

or have more negative thinking

patterns but the body and our mind has most
likely tried to tell us to take notice long before
this.

The

World

Health

Organization

(WHO)

It’s our immune system that keeps us healthy as

defined health with a phrase that modern

we drift through a sea of germs and nasties.

authorities still apply. “Health is a state of
complete physical, mental, and social well-being

On the whole, your immune system does a

and not merely the absence of disease or

remarkable job of defending you against disease-

infirmity.”

causing microorganisms. But sometimes it needs

So when our body or mind

a little support from us and requires us to be

through our behaviours

extra kind to ourselves.

try's to communicate to us
they are not happy and

Meaning we don’t consistently take it for granted

need a bit more tender

in assuming we can put anything into our bodies

loving care, we need to

or take on unlimited tasks and work loads and

take note!

not expected push back or pay back!
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THE LANGUAGE OF HEALTH
So how does our body and mind
give us hints that we are not

PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS

coping? What do we need to
watch out for as its not always

• Low Energy.

obvious to those who are in the

• Headaches.

eye of the storm to see what's

• Upset Stomach,

actually going on.

• Diarrhea,
• Constipation & Nausea.

PSYCHOLOGICAL &
EMOTIONAL SYMPTOMS

• Aches, Pains & Tense
Muscles.
• Chest Pain & Rapid

• Depression / Anxiety.

Heartbeat.

• Anger, irritability, Or

• Insomnia.

• Restlessness.

• Frequent Colds & Infections.

• Feeling Overwhelmed, Unmotivated, Or

• Loss Of Sexual Desire / Ability.

Unfocused.
• Trouble Sleeping / Sleeping Too Much.

OTHER SIGNS
• Increase in alcohol consumption
• Over eating / binging
• Undereating / loss of appetite
• Emotionally shutting down/distancing
• Racing Thoughts / Constant Worry.

• Self isolating from close friends/loved ones

• Problems With Your Memory /

• Not able to show empathy

Concentration.

• Experiencing increased tearfulness

• Making Bad Decisions.
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NOW YOU KNOW THE SIGNS NOW WHAT?
First remember we want progress not perfection!

from getting sick, skimping on it could adversely
affect your immune system.

When you realise you haven’t been looking after

yourself as well as you could have, just start with
one thing and don't beat yourself up that you
have been putting your needs to the bottom of
the pile, this happens from time to time but
recognise it and take action.

I’m sure you can guess that the type of sleep my
patients are getting is not the undisturbed type!
Here’s a bit of science, without sufficient sleep,
your body makes fewer cytokines, a type of
protein that targets infection and inflammation,
effectively creating an immune response.

As Josh Billings wisely said ‘Be like a postage

Cytokines are both produced and released during

stamp, stick to one thing until you get there!’

sleep, causing a double whammy if you skimp on
shut-eye.

‘That’s great’, you

Sleep is a very important part of our daily routine;

say, ‘What's the one

our very survival depends on the quality and

thing?’.

amount of sleep we get. It is as essential to us as

food and water!
Now that’s what
you’ve got to figure
out!

Make sure you place sleep as a priority over tech
time, TV and tablets (the electronic type that is).

Okay, okay here is some guidance on what I do, it
will help create motivation and get you the most
traction. Start with some small wins to get the
momentum going and then the better you feel it
will have a snowball affect.
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BENEFITS OF SLEEP YOU MAY NOT KNOW!

SLEEP & MENTAL HEALTH

SLEEP & PHYSICAL HEALTH

A good night’s sleep can enhance your memory
and problem-solving skills.

A solid night of sleep can help you maintain
a healthy weight.

Maintaining a healthy sleep schedule helps you
stay motivated, alert, and engaged.

Sleep helps your immune system stay strong.
The less you sleep, the harder it can be to fight
common infections.

A full night’s sleep can help your mood and even
prevent feelings of depression.

While you’re asleep, your body repairs
important cells and tissues.

SLEEP HYGIENE
One of the most important sleep hygiene

While alcohol is well-known to help you fall

practices is to spend an appropriate amount of

asleep faster (or comatose us) too much close

time asleep in bed, not too little or too

to bedtime can disrupt sleep in the second half

excessive. Sleep needs vary across ages and are

of the night as the body begins to process the

especially impacted by lifestyle and health.

alcohol and not allowing the body and mind to
go through the process to gain optimal

Other good sleep hygiene practices include:

recovery and waking you up.

Limiting daytime naps to 30 minutes. Napping
does not make up for inadequate nighttime

It seems that vapes are

sleep. However, a short nap of 20-30 minutes

new cigarettes so if you

can help to improve mood, alertness and

are a vaper and your e-

performance.

liquid contains nicotine,
this will affect your ability to fall and stay

Avoiding stimulants such as caffeine and

asleep. As a stimulant, it increases blood

nicotine close to bedtime or for some people

pressure, raises your heart rate and as a result

who are really sensitive to these, you may need

makes you feel more alert and awake!

to make it earlier.
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SUGAR & OUR IMMUNE SYSTEM

We all have, at some point in our lives reached

That is exactly what resilience training does – it

mindlessly for sugary fat filled food whilst on an

helps you manage your emotions by building

emotional roller coaster for comfort. But, had

resilience

you ever thought about what goes on in your

circumstances of life.

towards

the

unexpected

body when you feed it more sugar than it
needs?

It fixes the cause, eradicating the effect.

It’s not comforting at all.

You might be thinking “Well a little bit of sugar
won’t kill me” – and you’re right.

Feeling anxious,
sad, scared or

It won’t. But these sweet treats are known to

angry often influences the choices we make

make it so you wont just want one!.

around food, more often than not making us
reach for the nearest sugary treat or the fattiest

However, tucking into those sugar-laden treats

fast food.

is more dangerous than it seems, as it can lead

to conditions such as sugar inflammation, sugar
If sugar addiction were an actual sickness, our

crashes and brain fog and all this takes it toll on

emotions would be the cause, and reaching for

our immune system!

sugar would be the symptom.

Wouldn’t

it

be

great though, if
we could build
resilience

and

mental freedom
around food, despite our emotional state?
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SUGAR CRASHES

SUGAR INFLAMMATION

Did you know that eating a diet high in sugar

If you have ever eaten a large amount of sugar,

can lead to a variety of health problems? Sugar

you have also probably experienced a sugar

has a highly inflammatory effect on our body,

crash.

and as such, it can lead to chronic inflammation

Sugar

when consumed in excess.

after the consumption of
refined

crashes

happen

carbohydrates

Inflammation can, then,

such as pizzas or muffins,

cause you to gain weight,

but even more frequently

develop

two

after consuming simple

diabetes, have increased

sugars such as chocolate

chances of developing

or ice cream.

type

heart disease, Alzheimer’s and arthritis.
A sugar crash can significantly lower your
productivity levels, make you feel lethargic
(brain foggy), hungry, angry or anxious.

In order to avoid this, it is important to remain
conscious of the amount of sugar you are
consuming.

When our sugar levels are

In a 2018 review of multiple intervention

balanced, our body does not need to over-

studies, researchers found that all sugars

produce insulin in order to achieve that

(sucralose, fructose, dextrose, maltose and

balance.

refined carbohydrates) contribute, more or
less, equally to inflammation (Della Corte et al.

We can tremendously help our body and,

2018).

therefore, our overall health by simply reducing
our sugar intake.
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BUILDING RESILENCE

Only 10% of out daily food intake is supposed to come from sugar, that means that drinking one soft
drink a day already fulfills your body’s needs for sugar. The average adult, however, consumes a lot
more sugar than that primarily because sugar is comforting.

Instead of using sugar to make us feel better, we can strengthen our emotional stability through
resilience training. Because resilience training focuses on emotional resilience, it is effective in
eradicating our need for sugar when we start to feel negative emotion.

It is certainly better way of dealing with negative emotion for our body, and it wouldn’t lead us down

a path of guilt. Sugar has a negative impact not only on our body, but also on our mental health. The
feelings of shame, self-loathing and guilt are just some of the emotions connected to a high sugar
diet and they can also lead to depression.

Resilience training aims to repair the cause, and as such it is one of the most effective methods of
getting your body on a path to health.
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GO SMALL AND SPECIFIC
Yes you heard me right, I know, I know its not

So lets get you started. For example, you may

the normal thing you hear or what's marketed to

want to start helping your immune system by

‘Big is better’, ‘No pain no gain’, ‘All or

reducing your sugar intake with one less can of

us.

nothing’

soft drink a week, then two then three and so
on, the benefits of doing it this way are:

Well after my 16 years of experience in clinic
and coaching, and a massive dash of life

1. Your brain wont freak out and make

experience of changing my habits, stopping

cravings stronger whilst you decrease the

smoking, stopping drinking,

intake also condition your mind that you are

losing weight,

going from employed to self employed to

becoming healthier.

business owner, learning new practical skills

2. Just like getting used to additional sugar

and mental processes, I start small but I start

you will get used to having less sugar and if

with the thing that is going to have the biggest

you do have a cravings try a piece of fruit in

impact and never, never give up!

the interim. Have you ever heard of
someone becoming addicted to apples!

Find your thing you want to work on, just pick
one follow through on that for a week, take it a
day at a time, and be compassionate to yourself.

3.

Each week you can see your success and
this will not only motivate you to continue.

4. As you succeed at this your brain will
remember this process and use it as a

We are all human so it means we are not the

reference point when you look at another

same, we go at a different pace and have

area you want to change. You are effectively

different challenges, this is why I build the

reconditioning your behaviours.

individual up that I work with and understand
what is going on in their life no a blueprint of
what they need to be, copy and paste. I choose
to work with smaller groups because one size
does not fit it and then it becomes cookie cutter
and the value delivered decreases.
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Or Just Sit Back & Listen
Researchers have determined that focused

Another study tested the effects of hypnosis on

hypnosis and related visualisation techniques

the

can actually prevent the weakening of the

hypnotisable

immune response that often follows periods of

hypnosis, relaxation or control conditions.

acute stress.

Blood samples obtained before hypnosis

immune

response.
subjects

High

were

and

exposed

low
to

treatment and twice thereafter were tested,
A new study suggests that hypnosis actually

showing significant alteration of the immune

enhances the immune status in some people

response as measured by B-cells and helper T-

compared to similar individuals who don't use

cells.

self-hypnosis.
So if you want to start by just sitting and
The research was reported in the Journal of

listening to help boost the efficiency of your

Consulting and Clinical Psychology in 2001.

immune system then go and check out the

Subjects in the study who had not used self-

immune booster MP3 from our shop.

hypnosis as a relaxation technique prior to their
stressful event showed a 24 percent decrease

Break The Pattern Shop – helping you to help

in T-lymphocyte proliferation compared to a 2

yourself.

percent increase in the hypnosis group – TLymphocyte white blood cells are important to
the immune response.

The more frequently subjects in the hypnosis
group practiced their technique, the better

their immune response was.
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FUN FACTS ABOUT THE IMMUNE SYSTEM

• Before scientists understood the immune
system, illness was chalked up to unbalanced

• Positive emotions and a healthy lifestyle are
said to boost your immunity.

humours.
• You have immune cells throughout all your
• The two men who unraveled the immune
system's functions were bitter rivals. ...

body and all its tissues. They may hang out
more in the lymph nodes that other sites of the
body but immune cells are either in or

• Specialised blood cells are the immune
system's greatest weapon.

circulating through your tissues looking for
signs of unwanted visitors to readily protect us.

• The spleen helps your immune system work,

• Some scientists suggest that the appendix, long

you can live without it but its best to hold on to

believed to be a throwback to our evolutionary

it if you can.

past, may serve an important purpose by
boosting immunity and acting as a “safe house”

• Every day, we encounter billions of germs, but

for helpful gut bacteria.

they’re not all bad. Though it may not be
pleasant to think about, countless microbes live • In individuals with type 1 diabetes, the body
on and in our bodies, and they are actually

attacks its own pancreatic cells, interrupting its

necessary to maintain good health.

normal ability to produce insulin in response to
glucose.

• “Good bacteria in our body provides us with
nutrients we need and also provides a defense
against bad bacteria and infection,” A balance
needs to be maintained because when good
bacteria is reduced, bad bacteria can take over,
making us feel sick.
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